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QUESTION 1

Your team has been tasked with creating an ML solution in Google Cloud to classify support requests for one of your
platforms. You analyzed the requirements and decided to use TensorFlow to build the classifier so that you have full
control of the model\\'s code, serving, and deployment. You will use Kubeflow pipelines for the ML platform. To save
time, you want to build on existing resources and use managed services instead of building a completely new model.
How should you build the classifier? 

A. Use the Natural Language API to classify support requests. 

B. Use AutoML Natural Language to build the support requests classifier. 

C. Use an established text classification model on AI Platform to perform transfer learning. 

D. Use an established text classification model on AI Platform as-is to classify support requests. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your team is building a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based architecture from scratch. The preliminary
experiments running on your on-premises CPU-only infrastructure were encouraging, but have slow convergence. You
have been asked to speed up model training to reduce time-to-market. You want to experiment with virtual machines
(VMs) on Google Cloud to leverage more powerful hardware. Your code does not include any manual device placement
and has not been wrapped in Estimator model-level abstraction. Which environment should you train your model on? 

A. AVM on Compute Engine and 1 TPU with all dependencies installed manually. 

B. AVM on Compute Engine and 8 GPUs with all dependencies installed manually. 

C. A Deep Learning VM with an n1-standard-2 machine and 1 GPU with all libraries pre-installed. 

D. A Deep Learning VM with more powerful CPU e2-highcpu-16 machines with all libraries pre-installed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your team needs to build a model that predicts whether images contain a driver\\'s license, passport, or credit card. The
data engineering team already built the pipeline and generated a dataset composed of 10,000 images with driver\\'s
licenses, 1,000 images with passports, and 1,000 images with credit cards. 

You now have to train a model with the following label map: [`drivers_license\\', `passport\\', `credit_card\\']. Which loss
function should you use? 

A. Categorical hinge 

B. Binary cross-entropy 

C. Categorical cross-entropy 
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D. Sparse categorical cross-entropy 

Correct Answer: D 

se sparse_categorical_crossentropy. Examples for above 3-class classification problem: [1] , [2], [3] 

Reference: https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/326065/cross-entropy-vs-sparse-cross-entropywhen-to-use-one-
over-the-other 

 

QUESTION 4

Your team is building an application for a global bank that will be used by millions of customers. You built a forecasting
model that predicts customers\\' account balances 3 days in the future. Your team will use the results in a new feature
that will notify users when their account balance is likely to drop below $25. How should you serve your predictions? 

A. 1. Create a Pub/Sub topic for each user. 

2. Deploy a Cloud Function that sends a notification when your model predicts that a user\\'s account balance will drop
below the $25 threshold. 

B. 1. Create a Pub/Sub topic for each user. 

2. Deploy an application on the App Engine standard environment that sends a notification when your model predicts
that a user\\'s account balance will drop below the $25 threshold. 

C. 1. Build a notification system on Firebase. 

2. Register each user with a user ID on the Firebase Cloud Messaging server, which sends a 

notification when the average of all account balance predictions drops below the $25 threshold. 

D. 1. Build a notification system on Firebase. 

2. Register each user with a user ID on the Firebase Cloud Messaging server, which sends a notification when your
model predicts that a user\\'s account balance will drop below the $25 threshold. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing models to classify customer support emails. You created models with TensorFlow Estimators using
small datasets on your on-premises system, but you now need to train the models using large datasets to ensure high
performance. You will port your models to Google Cloud and want to minimize code refactoring and infrastructure
overhead for easier migration from on-prem to cloud. What should you do? 

A. Use AI Platform for distributed training. 

B. Create a cluster on Dataproc for training. 

C. Create a Managed Instance Group with autoscaling. 

D. Use Kubeflow Pipelines to train on a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You are an ML engineer at a large grocery retailer with stores in multiple regions. You have been asked to create an
inventory prediction model. Your model\\'s features include region, location, historical demand, and seasonal popularity.
You want the algorithm to learn from new inventory data on a daily basis. Which algorithms should you use to build the
model? 

A. Classification 

B. Reinforcement Learning 

C. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 

D. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.kdnuggets.com/2018/03/5-things-reinforcement-learning.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Your team is working on an NLP research project to predict political affiliation of authors based on articles they have
written. You have a large training dataset that is structured like this: 

You followed the standard 80%-10%-10% data distribution across the training, testing, and evaluation subsets. How
should you distribute the training examples across the train-test-eval subsets while maintaining the 80-10-10
proportion? 
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A. Distribute texts randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: Train set: [TextA1, TextB2, ...] Test set: [TextA2, TextC1,
TextD2, ...] Eval set: [TextB1, TextC2, TextD1, ...] 

B. Distribute authors randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: (*) Train set: [TextA1, TextA2, TextD1, TextD2, ...]
Test set: [TextB1, TextB2, ...] Eval set: [TexC1,TextC2 ...] 

C. Distribute sentences randomly across the train-test-eval subsets: Train set: [SentenceA11, SentenceA21,
SentenceB11, SentenceB21, SentenceC11, SentenceD21 ...] Test set: [SentenceA12, SentenceA22, SentenceB12,
SentenceC22, SentenceC12, SentenceD22 ...] Eval set: [SentenceA13, SentenceA23, SentenceB13, SentenceC23,
SentenceC13, SentenceD31 ...] 

D. Distribute paragraphs of texts (i.e., chunks of consecutive sentences) across the train-test-eval subsets: 

Train set: [SentenceA11, SentenceA12, SentenceD11, SentenceD12 ...] 

Test set: [SentenceA13, SentenceB13, SentenceB21, SentenceD23, SentenceC12, SentenceD13 ...] 

Eval set: [SentenceA11, SentenceA22, SentenceB13, SentenceD22, SentenceC23, SentenceD11 ...] 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You recently joined an enterprise-scale company that has thousands of datasets. You know that there are accurate
descriptions for each table in BigQuery, and you are searching for the proper BigQuery table to use for a model you are
building on AI Platform. How should you find the data that you need? 

A. Use Data Catalog to search the BigQuery datasets by using keywords in the table description. 

B. Tag each of your model and version resources on AI Platform with the name of the BigQuery table that was used for
training. 

C. Maintain a lookup table in BigQuery that maps the table descriptions to the table ID. Query the lookup table to find
the correct table ID for the data that you need. 

D. Execute a query in BigQuery to retrieve all the existing table names in your project using the
INFORMATION_SCHEMA metadata tables that are native to BigQuery. Use the result o find the table that you need. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You are developing a Kubeflow pipeline on Google Kubernetes Engine. The first step in the pipeline is to issue a query
against BigQuery. You plan to use the results of that query as the input to the next step in your pipeline. You want to
achieve this in the easiest way possible. What should you do? 

A. Use the BigQuery console to execute your query, and then save the query results into a new BigQuery table. 

B. Write a Python script that uses the BigQuery API to execute queries against BigQuery. Execute this script as the first
step in your Kubeflow pipeline. 

C. Use the Kubeflow Pipelines domain-specific language to create a custom component that uses the Python BigQuery
client library to execute queries. 
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D. Locate the Kubeflow Pipelines repository on GitHub. Find the BigQuery Query Component, copy that component\\'s
URL, and use it to load the component into your pipeline. Use the component to execute queries against BigQuery. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You started working on a classification problem with time series data and achieved an area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC ROC) value of 99% for training data after just a few experiments. You haven\\'t explored using
any sophisticated algorithms or spent any time on hyperparameter tuning. What should your next step be to identify and
fix the problem? 

A. Address the model overfitting by using a less complex algorithm. 

B. Address data leakage by applying nested cross-validation during model training. 

C. Address data leakage by removing features highly correlated with the target value. 

D. Address the model overfitting by tuning the hyperparameters to reduce the AUC ROC value. 

Correct Answer: B 
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